


SHORT
SYNOPSIS

Indigenous multimedia changemakers and parents, Ecko Aleck of the Nlaka’pamux 

Nation (Lytton, BC,) Alfonso Salinas of the shíshálh Nation (Sunshine Coast, BC,) and 

Charlene SanJenko of Splatsin in the Secwépemc Nation (Shuswap, BC,) are learning 

and documenting the traditional cultural teachings of their Elders, including the impacts 

of genocide resulting from Canada’s Indian Residential School (IRS) system. s-yéwyáw: 

Awaken witnesses their journeys, guided by their Elders.

Our ancestors have been 

brewing this for a long while.

“
— Ecko Aleck 



LONG
SYNOPSIS

Filmed primarily on the unceded homelands of the shíshálh and 

skwx̱wú7mesh Peoples, and also on Splatsin First Nation land, the 

17th tribe of the Secwépemc Nation, the Nlaka’pamux Nation and 

the Qualicum First Nation, this character-driven feature documentary 

spotlights the work of three Indigenous changemakers. 

Stories of hope and homecoming intersect as Charlene SanJenko, 

Alfonso Salinas, and Ecko Aleck utilise the powerful tools of multimedia 

to elevate the traditional cultural teachings of their Elders, for their 

families and communities to heal from intergenerational trauma. 

A feature-length documentary with multiple narrative threads, 

s-yéwyáw: Awaken weaves intimate one-on-one conversations with 

their four Indigenous Elders, inviting the viewer to sacred Indigenous 

knowledge and ceremony. 

Ecko Aleck of the Nlaka’pamux Nation (Lytton,) is a medicine woman in 

training and a multimedia performance artist named SacRED. She speaks 

deeply with her father, Elder Terry Coyote Aleck, about his lifelong healing 

journey as a residential school survivor.

 

Alfonso Salinas is the Traditional Wellness Coordinator for the shíshálh 

Nation (Sunshine Coast.) s-yéwyáw: Awaken follows Alfonso’s journey 

as an emerging leader as he envisions, plans and launches a traditional 

Canoe Family for his Nation, guided by his mentor, x wu’ p’ a’ lich, Barbara 

Higgins, a shíshálh Remember. In the process, Alfonso learns more about 

the political legacy of his grandfather, former elected hereditary Chief, 

Elder hiwus Calvin Craigan. 

Charlene SanJenko is an entrepreneurial community leader living on 

skwx̱wú7mesh Territory on the Sunshine Coast. As an emerging filmmaker, 

she is on a journey to know her Indigenous identity through the guidance 

of her teacher and mentor, former seven-term elected Chief, Wenecwtsin, 

Wayne Christian. Both are from Splatsin of the Secwépemc Nation 

(Shuswap) and are ‘Sixties Scoop’ survivors.



FEATURED
STORIES

“

“

s-yéwyáw: Awaken features multimedia artist and medicine woman in 

training Ecko Aleck, as she memorializes and shares the life story of her 

father Terry Coyote Aleck, a gifted drummer, storyteller and medicine man.

?éx kw n, my ancestral name is Kawaya7, my english name is Ecko 

Aleck. The knowledge of our Elders speaks the language of the land.

,

Listen to our stories. Listen to our pain. Go down that rabbit hole with 

us. If you want to cry, cry. Cry with us. Laugh with us when we have 

that moment of laughter. Just be with us. We’ve gone through hell and 

back, and I’m really grateful to be alive to be able to share my journey. 

— Terry Aleck

Terry Coyote Aleck, a residential school survivor, reported his abuser to 

the RCMP in 1987, and legal proceedings resulted in a landmark case 

to hold the government and church liable for sexual abuse inflicted on 

Indigenous residential school survivors in the 1960s and 1970s. Terry 

found healing through connecting with medicine people from around 

the world and is now passing along those teachings to his daughter Ecko. 

E C KO  A L E C K  &  E L D E R  T E R RY  COYOT E  A L E C K 
O F  T H E  N LA KA’ PA M U X  N AT I O N

— Ecko Aleck



Ecko Aleck is building a multimedia repository called Legacy of the 

Land through her company Sacred Matriarch Creative. As a composer, 

IndigeHop artist and performer, Ecko is known as SacRED. Her solo 

show features the story of her father, while weaving through history, 

and offering teachings for the healing of all people and the planet.

In the summers of 2021 and 2022, my homelands suffered 

devastating losses as heat temperatures broke records in our little 

town of Lytton, BC. Being removed from the direct trauma but still 

close enough to witness and feel it, I am able to see the big picture 

of what is unfolding. We are in a state of global crisis; the land 

is in pain, our people are in pain after generations of harm from 

oppression, capitalism and colonization.

— Ecko Aleck

— Ecko Aleck

I didn’t understand it at the time. I get it now. Both you and Mom 

literally did whatever it took to get to the end of that court case, 

and then our family fell apart. I want to thank you for the strength 

that you used to do everything you could to create a safe home. 

It wasn’t safe from anger, but it was safe from drugs and alcohol 

and all of the other things that you experienced. So, thank you for 

doing what you could with what you had.  You crawled so I could 

walk, so my children can now run.

“

“



FEATURED
STORIES

A L FO N S O  SA L I N AS  &  E L D E R S
CA LV I N  C RA I G A N  &  BA R BA RA  H I G G I N S 

O F  T H E  S H Í S H Á L H  N AT I O N  A N D  SW I YA

“

“

As the Traditional Wellness Coordinator of the shíshálh Nation, Alfonso 

Salinas is undertaking several monumental projects for the healing of 

his people. s-yéwyáw: Awaken witnesses Alfonso’s vision to initiate the 

return to sacred canoeing in the waters of the shíshálh Inlet by launching a 

Canoe Family for his Nation. Guided by his mentor, x wu’ p’ a’ lich, Barbara 

Higgins, an oral knowledge keeper and shíshálh Rememberer, Alfonso 

makes his dream a reality.

I come from the hereditary blood line of Chief Johnson and Chief 

Julius. I come from the mayukw (grizzly bear) clan from tsunay 

and from the stalashin (killer whale) clan from sxixus.

The canoe family is an opportunity for people who may not be 

working, who may be struggling, who need a new path in life. My 

vision is endless, and the whole purpose of that is healing for our 

people. And I feel with your guidance, your teachings, it’s helping 

me go in that direction. And that’s why I look at you with such 

inspiration. Especially with all the strength that you have.

— Alfonso Salinas

— Alfonso Salinas



I found myself undertaking the challenges that my father had left 

me, which is the struggle for justice and independence. I continue 

to play a role in seeking justice in our community, which keeps my 

mind tuned up to the challenges that our people continue to have 

as they strive for independence. I’m happy and proud that my 

grandson is a part of that.

Through Alfonso’s story as an emerging visionary leader within his 

community,  s-yéwyáw: Awaken comes to know the political legacy of 

his grandfather, hiwus Calvin Craigan, a shíshálh Elder and hereditary 

Chief. In his early 20s, at the time of his election in 1974, hiwus Calvin 

Craigan became the youngest elected Indigenous chief in Canada. 

He served for eight terms until 1983, and became chief again in 2013 

before his retirement in 2017.

“

—   hiwus Calvin Craigan

“Well, I think it’s a good start, but it’s like I said, you ground yourself 

really well before you set yourself up as a teacher. You want to make 

sure that you can hold that spot, not because it makes you important, 

but it makes you a better tool. So, that’s what you are, a tool.

—  x wu’ p’ a’ lich, Barbara Higgins 



FEATURED
STORIES

“

“

s-yéwyáw: Awaken features Charlene SanJenko, an entrepreneur and 

community leader, as she makes her first film, Coming Home for the 

Children: Returning to our Whole Selves, about the legacy of seven-

term Chief Wayne Christian, a fellow ‘Sixties Scoop’ survivor. Both are 

from Splatsin in the Secwépemc Nation. 

I’ve known since I was five that I am adopted, but it took until 

almost 50 to prove my Native status. As a child removed from my 

community and placed into foster care, I often wondered where I 

belonged and struggled to feel at home anywhere.

I am working closely with former Chief Wayne Christian on the 

telling of our parallel stories. Slowly, carefully, respectfully, our 

conversations and the gift of knowledge transfer are what I need 

to heal. His wisdom, knowledge, and relationships run deep in our 

Nation and in the region.

— Charlene SanJenko

— Charlene SanJenko

C H A R L E N E  SA N J E N KO  &
W E N E CW TS I N ,  WAY N E  C H R I ST I A N 

O F  T H E  S P LATS I N  B A N D  O F  T H E  S E CW É P E M C  N AT I O N



In 1980, as a young father, Chief Wayne Christian led a march and 

demonstration known as the Indian Child Caravan, from Prince George 

to Vancouver to fight for Indigenous People’s rights to make their own 

decisions on behalf of their children.

Together, Charlene SanJenko and Wenecwtsin, Wayne Christian have 

launched “Our Nation Heals” to combine the power of Indigenous 

storytelling, digital media arts, and the rippling impact of co-facilitated 

small-group listening circles to inspire others. 

“My story is not uncommon. A lot of our people have experienced the 

same thing. It’s how you decide to warrior up and come through it. 

What do you do with it? Do you let it take you down, take you six feet 

under? Or do you rise with it and give voice to it, give voice to that 

pain, give voice to the healing. And we do that through ceremony, 

we do that through song, we do that through the practice of our 

way of life, which we have not forgotten.

— Wenecwtsin, Wayne Christian



COLLABORATION &

Relationship building is a central practice in the making of s-yéwyáw: 

Awaken. Throughout each stage, from Development to Production 

to Post Production, the team has worked closely, and will continue to 

collaborate to respectfully navigate consent and access and editorial 

decision making. 

A timely model for narrative collaboration, s-yéwyáw: Awaken is 

co-written, directed and produced by award-winning documentary 

filmmaker Liz Marshall of LizMars Productions Inc. (Meat the Future; 

Midian Farm; The Ghosts In Our Machine; Water On The Table.) 

As Indigenous multimedia creators, and as parents, we are 

deeply committed to healing, finding our voice, and speaking our 

truth. We can make a profound difference in our families and our 

communities both now and into the future, as this documentary 

will show. As directors of our own projects, and as fellow 

producers and writers in collaboration with settler changemaker 

and award-winning director/producer Liz Marshall, we are 

sharing the stories of our Indigenous Elders with the world so 

that their voices are heard, and their knowledge and wisdom is 

shared with an ethic of care.

We acknowledge that Indigenous cultures, spirituality, values, 

beliefs, philosophy and intellectual property have existed since 

time immemorial. We look forward to sharing our documentary 

archive with the Indigenous communities we are working closely 

with, to honour their invaluable contributions in sharing their 

stories and wisdom with us, and as acknowledgement that we do 

not own copyright to their stories and wisdom.

INDIGENOUS PROTOCOLS

— Ecko Aleck, Alfonso Salinas, Charlene SanJenko

— Liz Marshall 

“ “



The teachings of our Indigenous Elders are needed now to navigate 

a changing world. We are innovating a collaborative filmmaking 

approach, rooted in Indigenous values that centers our well-being, 

our Elders, our communities and our knowledge keepers. This 

foundation is woven through every aspect of this project, and will 

ripple out and beyond.

During a time of climate emergency, the world needs Indigenous 

land-based and medicine teachings more than ever before. It’s an 

honour to be a learner on this journey with the shared intentions of 

our Indigenous and settler film team.

— Ecko Aleck, Alfonso Salinas, Charlene SanJenko

— Liz Marshall 

“ “



TREATMENT
A character-driven documentary with multiple narrative threads, 

s-yéwyáw: Awaken interconnects the personal storylines of Alfonso 

Salinas, Charlene SanJenko, and Ecko Aleck. Handheld cinéma vérité 

bears witness to their stories, filmed by a small unobtrusive crew, 

utilizing natural light. The central narrative throughout the film is 

derived from stylized long-form interviews with their Elders. Studio-

style lighting shines a spotlight on their intimate conversations. 

A timely model for narrative collaboration between an Indigenous and 

non-Indigenous filmmaking team, s-yéwyáw: Awaken takes a reflexive 

approach, calling the audience’s attention to the filmmaking process. 

The ‘fourth-wall’ naturally falls away at times to reveal the making of 

the film; illustrating the ethics of relationship building and consent.

Co-creation is an essential layer of meaning in the journey for justice 

and of healing. 

Inviting the viewer to accessible Indigenous ceremony, there are sacred 

ceremonies that are not open to the public, and set against the vast 

expanses of nature from summer to spring, s-yéwyáw: Awaken makes 

the link between Indigeniety and environmental stewardship. Mother 

Nature is integrated within the tapestry of the film from macro to micro 

cinematic compositions: coastal rainforest, parched summer drought, 

snowfall, winds, rains, ocean tides and burnt out forests, seashells, 

cedar boughs, sky, birds, plant medicines, moss, and more. 

s-yéwyáw: Awaken witnesses three live events on the Sunshine Coast, 

hosted by the film’s protagonists: Charlene SanJenko launches her 

Coming Home initiative in her hometown of Gibsons with Wenecwtsin, 

Wayne Christian; Ecko Aleck performs her solo multimedia one-

woman show sacRED at the shíshálh longhouse, featuring her father’s 

story, Elder Terry Aleck, and Alfonso Salinas launches a Canoe Family 

Ceremony with the shíshálh Nation, guided by his mentor Elder 

Barbara Higgins. With multiple cameras, each event witnesses behind-

the scenes, and the faces and interactions of the mixed Indigenous and 

settler communities in attendance, as well as Indigenous ceremony 

inherent to each event. 



IMPACT
STATEMENT

Stories help us to remember who we are beyond what has happened to us. 

Our feature-length documentary is an inspirational story and impact tool. One 

of the main impact goals we believe is possible throughout the outreach and 

marketing and distribution of our film is to raise awareness and fuel hope and 

possibility towards intergenerational healing through the power of story for 

Indigenous Peoples in Canada. Most Indigenous families have been torn apart, 

have experienced trauma, are living with PTSD, suffer addictions, and experience 

poverty, racism, and an overwhelming feeling of less-than. Yet in spite of it all, 

Indigenous Elders hold the teachings and wisdom for the land and connection to 

Spirit - and an enduring sense of humour!  

s-yéwyáw: Awaken will also be a teaching tool for fellow storytellers and those 

interested in learning and practicing co-creative collaborative structures 

and narratives.



OUTREACH  > D ISTRIBUT ION > IMPACT

TARGET DEMOGRAPHIC
 We anticipate strong interest across Turtle Island - primarily in North 

America, mostly in Western Canada - the home and meeting place of 

many Indigenous Nations. While the audiences interested in our film 

will likely come from a variety of demographics, cutting across race, 

gender, and socio-economic classes, the individuals most impacted 

by the issues explored and highlighted in the story are Indigenous 

communities, families, activists and artists. We believe our film will also 

deeply resonate among many communities, including: human rights 

activists, academics, policymakers, community workers; environmental 

activists, organizers, artists and academics; filmmakers, multimedia 

artists and creative industries at large such as the international film 

festival circuit, and settler change-makers interested in truth and 

reconciliation work within the Canadian context. 

SOCIAL MEDIA & OUTREACH 
During the final stage of production in 2023, a social media campaign 

will be initiated via designated Instagram and Facebook channels and 

through e-Newsletter blasts, to draw attention, attract followers, and 

to amplify the journey of the film. Utilizing best practices with crediting, 

tagging, an established bundle of hashtags, branding and language, 

the film team will jointly work to target the film’s known core audiences, 

and endeavor to build an expanded community in advance of the 

film’s release. Prior to completion of the film, a toolkit constellation of 

branded assets will be produced. A website, an electronic press kit 

(EPK,) official trailer and poster will set the tone for outreach purposes 

and pitches to market partners, for sales opportunities, and film festival 

submissions. Highlights along the way will be showcased on the film’s 

website and on the film’s social media channels, as well as shared with 

the film’s funding partners and growing impact campaign subscriber 

base. 

INDIGENOUS STORY HOLDERS
Prior to the World Premiere, and following delivery to the films’ 

funder                in August 2023, the team will host exclusive 

sneak peek screening events for the Indigenous folks featured in the 

documentary. At this time, gifts will be presented to the Elders featured 

in the film, including hard drives of the raw footage gathered in the 

making of the film, in gratitude and respect, with the understanding 

that the film company does not own copyright to Indigenous 

knowledge and stories.



MULTI-PLATFORM
DISTRIBUTION PARTNERS
 Upon the completion of the film’s Rough Cut in the spring of 2023, the 

producers will begin the process to secure an established and values-

aligned sales agent/distributor to represent the project. A confirmed 

market partner will strategize multi-platform opportunities for the film, 

including the worldwide film festival circuit, a limited Theatrical run,  

and an Educational and digital S-VOD/VOD release. 

WORLD AND
INTERNATIONAL PREMIERES 
Through a strategic coordinated effort, the film’s Indigenous and 

settler team will mutually engage with a publicist hired by the film’s 

production company to garner as much traction as possible by way 

of traditional press outlets and grassroots media. We anticipate a 

high profile film festival World Premiere launch pad and will aim for 

VIFF, which takes place in Vancouver during late September, 2023. 

For an International Premiere, we will aim for IDFA, which takes place 

in Amsterdam in late November, 2023 and opens the film up to the 

international market. We will work closely with the film’s distributor(s) 

to strategize a worldwide film festival strategy. The film’s featured 

Indigenous and non Indigenous creatives will engage in virtual and 

in-person Q&A’s to talk about the film and the issues, as well as the 

collaborative model of filmmaking. Co-creation, story, and Indigenous 

content workshops, master-classes, panels and round-table 

discussions will be of interest to and within the film industry at large. 

OUTREACH > DISTRIBUTION  > IMPACT

       PREMIERE
In 2024, TELUS originals will premiere and promote s-yéwyáw: 

Awaken on its VOD subscriber-base digital Optik channel. This 

milestone will further catapult the reach and impact of the film for its 

western Canadian demographic.

HOLLYWOOD SUITE PREMIERE
In 2024, Canadian broadcaster Hollywood Suite will premiere and 

promote s-yéwyáw: Awaken on its Canadian S-VOD platforms.



OUTREACH > D ISTRIBUT ION >  IMPACT

COMMUNITY SCREENINGS CAMPAIGN
To augment momentum for s-yéwyáw: Awaken following its World 

Premiere and during the first year of the film’s multi-tiered release 

(2023/24,) Indigenous owned and led impact media agency reGEN 

media will produce a dedicated grassroots Community Screenings 

Campaign primarily for and with Indigenous communities and hosts 

across Turtle Island. 

reGEN media will launch an educational and compelling screening 

series, with a clear call to action fuelled by meaningful panel 

discussions and Q&A’s. Additional community screening outreach will 

be available via social media and a dedicated webpage on the reGen 

Media website.

IMPACT GOALS
• Engage with Indigenous communities, rural, urban and remote across Turtle 

Island, with a focus on western Canada.

• Engage with settler change-makers and those on a journey to decolonize. 

• Inspire and facilitate dialogue about ways to heal and decolonize.

• Provide resources and an educational guide for audiences to learn more 

and take action after seeing the film, in their personal lives, with their 

families, at the community and national level.



EDUCATIONAL GUIDE
An interactive healing guide for audiences will be developed to 

accompany film screenings and panel discussions. It will be accessible 

via the community screening webpage, as well as a printed version 

where necessary.

s-yéwyáw: Awaken Flagship Screening Series:  During the Fall of 

2023 and Spring of 2024, Impact Producer reGEN media will host 

a flagship series of up to nine (9) free community impact screening 

events  featuring different members of the  film team, including the 

film’s featured  Elders. These customized one-off events will  include 

a screening of the film, and may include an artist performance, an 

extended Q&A session and/or panel with special guests. Each of these 

in-person and/or virtual events will be coordinated and hosted by 

a local Indigenous event host or non-Indigenous ally. In-kind event 

partnerships and community sponsors will support this series with 

a minimum of one (1) event being hosted in a remote Indigenous 

community where people do not have readily available access to 

internet connectivity.

Virtual Screenings:  In early 2024, Impact Producer reGEN media 

will launch online streaming access. This will be for the purposes of 

engaging and connecting with potential community screening hosts 

across Turtle Island and beyond who may wish to book, organize, and 

facilitate their own film screenings within their communities.

OTHER ENGAGEMENTS
• reGEN media believes in powerful cross-sector partnerships with 

public, private, and social sectors. The flagship event series will focus 

on building momentum and sustainability for the advancement of the 

films’ intended messages. In addition, reGEN media will review  and 

facilitate other incoming requests for revenue-generating screenings, 

speaking engagements , and performance opportunities with and for 

the film’s Indigenous participants via institutional, associations, and 

corporate stakeholders. 

• reGEN media will also work with existing contacts across networks in 

social services, Indigenous relations, restorative justice, and more to 

create authentic audience experiences that result in hopeful, tangible 

action.



FILM TEAM

ECKO ALECK
F EAT U R E D  PA RT I C I PA N T,  CO -W R I T E R ,

CO - P R O D U C E R ,  CO M P O S E R

Ecko is a Nlaka’pamux artist, founder and CEO, raised with the 

shíshálh Nation and currently living on Pentlatch (Qualicum) 

Nation lands. Ecko is a modern-day shape-shifter with digital 

arts, a storyteller through movement and a medicine woman 

of the heart. On her mission to support all people and the 

planet to return to a natural rhythm of well-being, Ecko has 

gathered a toolkit of knowledge that she carries forward into 

the ever-evolving transformation of her healing journey and 

her business, Sacred Matriarch Creative. Since the launch of 

SMC, she has won multiple awards for speaking dreams into 

existence. 

EVA ANANDI BROWNSTEIN
C I N E M ATO G RA P H E R

ÖZGÜN GÜNDÜZ
A S S O C I AT E  P R O D U C E R

Eva Anandi is a Documentary Filmmaker based in Coast Salish 

territory. Raised between the mountains of Northern India 

and BC, her diverse interests led her through a wide range of 

media landscapes – from lensing feature documentaries to 

schlepping gear for ski films to creating media for social impact 

across Asia, Africa, and Latin America. Eva holds a BA in 

Anthropology and a graduate degree in Communications. Her 

work has screened at Hot Docs, TIFF, VIFF, and DOXA, among 

others. In her role as Director and Cinematographer, she finds 

inspiration in giving voice to underrepresented peoples and 

sharing stories of resilience. 

Özgün is a Turkish-Canadian emerging documentary producer 

and DOC BC YT NT board member based in unceded Coast 

Salish territories. She holds a BA in sociology and political 

science and a MBA graduate degree. During her studies, she 

worked as an organizing committee member at the Istanbul 

International Documentary Film Festival. Before transitioning 

into documentary producing in 2021, she worked at global 

media and research agencies for over a decade. Özgün was 

among the 10 emerging producers selected for CMPA’s 2021 

Producers Mentorship program. Her first short documentary, 

Weltschmerz (2021) received support from TELUS and 

screened at international festivals.

I N  A L P H A B ET I CA L  O R D E R 



LIZ MARSHALL
CO -W R I T E R ,  D I R E CTO R ,  P R O D U C E R ,

E X E C U T I V E  P R O D U C E R ,  C I N E M ATO G RA P H E R

Working with diverse teams, global funders and 

influencers, Canadian filmmaker Liz Marshall of 

LizMars Productions has written, directed, produced 

and filmed multiple award-winning documentary 

projects around the world since the 1990s. With a 

focus on change-makers, motivated by the emotive 

and transformative language of film and television, 

Liz has dedicated her career to exploring some of 

the most urgent issues and ideas of our times. Her 

feature-length documentaries are exhibited and 

reviewed widely, and reflected in impact reports 

funded by the Doc Society: Meat the Future (2020) 

Midian Farm (2018) The Ghosts in Our Machine 

(2013) Water on the Table (2010.)

INDER NIRWAN
 C I N E M ATO G RA P H E R

EDDIE O
E D I TO R

Inder has a lifelong passion for filmmaking, which 

began at the age of eight. After graduating from 

Vancouver Film School with honors, he has worked 

with various media including film and television, 

commercials, and video games. Inder spent over 

a decade in brand storytelling at Lush Cosmetics, 

where he created and produced hundreds of videos 

for millions of viewers. Through documentary 

filmmaking, Inder has raised awareness for social, 

environmental, and animal welfare issues and has 

contributed to meaningful impact through his work.

Eddie made a name for himself as a Senior Editor 

in Paris, France before immigrating to Vancouver in 

1987. Though he’s worked on a variety of projects - 

commercials, fiction, episodic and sports television 

- documentaries have always been his passion.  

Since making his first film at 13, he’s dedicated 

much of his life to exploring new ways of telling 

stories with image, sound, words and rhythm. 

Documentary editorial credits include Java Jive 

(Golden Sheaf and Leo Nominations),  I am MLK JR 

(Leo Award Best Editing Documentary Feature), 

British Columbia an Untold History (Leo Award 

Best Editing Documentary Series).

PATTI POSKITT
L I N E  P R O D U C E R

Patti is a veteran producer with over 40 years 

of experience. Patti brings to independent 

producers/directors and broadcasters the 

security of complete project financing. Patti 

has extensive experience in all aspects of 

production and she has numerous credits and 

awards in all genres of programming. Patti 

manages production scheduling, business 

affairs and bank financing, including budget 

creation and management, cost reporting, tax 

credits and funding applications. In recent years 

her focus has been on providing these services 

to Indigenous filmmakers across Canada.



ALFONSO SALINAS
F EAT U R E D  PA RT I C I PA N T,  CO -W R I T E R ,

CO - P R O D U C E R ,  F I E L D  P R O D U C E R

CHARLENE SANJENKO
F EAT U R E D  PA RT I C I PA N T,  CO -W R I T E R ,

CO - P R O D U C E R ,  I M PACT  P R O D U C E R

Charlene is an Indigenous Storyteller, Impact Producer, and 

Media Visionary. Born in the Splatsin Band of the Shuswap 

Nation, Charlene believes in creating from a place of collective 

genius, celebrating cohesive partnerships that bring stories 

of hope and possibility alive. Charlene leads a team at reGEN 

media who is introducing a new approach to align progressive 

creative projects with strong brands with the intent of striking 

partnerships and investment to propel lasting success for all 

involved. She holds a solid reputation in the social impact space 

with a former corporate background in investment services, 

marketing & communications, and impact production. 

OSCAR VARGAS
D I A LO G U E  E D I TO R ,

S O U N D  D ES I G N E R ,  R E - R E CO R D I N G  M I X E R

Oscar Vargas is a Venezuelan sound designer, supervising 

sound editor and re-recording mixer established in Vancouver, 

Canada. His audio career started in 2006 in Venezuela when 

he started his own recording studio. In 2011, he moved to 

Vancouver to study at the Vancouver Film School and has 

been working in the Film and TV industry ever since. His 

participation in sound post-production ranges from films, 

commercials, and documentaries to TV series. His work has 

been screened in festivals such as TIFF, VIFF, SXSW, Tribeca, 

and at Cannes.

Alfonso is a shíshálh Nation member and the Traditional 

Wellness Coordinator for the Nation. In his role, he creates 

programs to practice shíshálh traditions and opportunities for 

those who want to pass down their gifts. Alfonso received his 

drum from his grandfather in 2009 to become a song carrier. 

A graduate of the Indigenous Filmmaker program at CapU, 

Alfonso worked for the shíshálh communications department 

and produced the Voices of shíshálh TV series. Later, he 

became a guide in Stanley Park teaching visitors the history 

and traditions of Coast Salish people. Alfonso continues to 

document important events for the Nation today. 
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